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This year it’s
th
December 5 when I
am writing these first
th
words of the 18 Volume of this Annual
Letter. I say it every
year, but it absolutely amazes me that this is the
th
Where??
18 year of this same format! The arrow
?
sign image, the backgrounds, the headers
Been There!
and so on remain the same for another
year. I have all of the previous issues saved in
PDF files, just in case you’d like to see them
G oing T here
all from the previous years! In fact, the
?
composite PDF file, including all letters from
2002 through this one, is now on the website
and you can download the entire “book” if you want
to do so. Once again, I’m going to tell the story of
the year with pictures as much as I possibly can and
then I’ll create a PDF file and put it on the website,
where you can download it at your convenience. If
you prefer, I can e-mail it to you, but before asking
me to do so please ensure that you have a sufficient
space allocation to be able to receive it. This is A4 Size Paper so
when you print this on your printer using Adobe Acrobat Reader
and Letter Size Paper be sure that the “Fit to Page” box is checked.
I seriously wondered if I would even bother doing this for the 2012
happenings – nobody ever comments on it, I don’t even know if
anybody at all downloads it and reads it. This may be the final year
if I don’t get some comments this year. I’m going to try and keep it
short this year - Okay? Okay! Let’s get started!


2012 Draws
to a Close!

The photo just above is of a tree which has a LOT of snow in
its crotch. It was taken on our walk to Tsuru-No-Yu on December
31st.

The photo just above is me in one of the indoor hot springs at
Tsuru-No-Yu. The shot below shows what the Japanese can do
with snow banks and candles! Of course this was also at Tsuru-NoYu.

January Happenings
Kazuya and I started the year at Tsuru-No-Yu, the Hot Spring
of the crane, once again. We went there on December 31st and
stayed the night in the very same room we stayed in last year. That
was entirely by coincidence, we did not ask for the same room.
st
On the 1 we checked out and went to Funagata, Yamagata
Prefecture to visit Kazuya’s parents again and spend the first day of
nd
the new year with them. On the 2 we returned home to Mitaka.
I was working on another book during the first part of January
– it’s entitled “A Book of Anagrams – An Ancient Word Game” in
case you are interested. You can find it on Amazon.com, at Barnes
and Noble and other book stores. It’s available in both paper cover
and e-book editions. It is actually a pretty good seller – certainly
not on any top 100 lists or anything, but it generally sells 3 – 6 paper cover books per month and 10 or 12 e-book books per month.

On the way back to Mitaka from Kazuya’s hometown (Jan 2nd)
we went to a famous hot spring – the Naka-yama-Daira Hot spring.
The first photo on the next page shows the outdoor pool (Rotenboro) at that place.
th
Our next outing was on Sunday, January 8 . We took a trip to
Chiba Prefecture to a place where there were supposed to be an
abundance of daffodils in bloom. I was kind of unbelieving, it being
so early in the season and all, but Chiba Prefecture is warmer than
it is around here, so I considered it to be possible. Well, there were
lots if daffodils all right, it was rather amazing – all along this one
road which we hiked up for several kilometers it was daffodils!
On the next page you can see one photo which might give you
a small idea of what we saw. Also, on the next page is a map
which I pieced together from Google Earth which shows our travels
on that day. I don’t know what the scale is, but of course we started
at home, in Mitaka, and we went clockwise all the way down to Hota.
We hiked that road and back to the station and then we took a ferry
across Tokyo Bay to Kurihama and eventually we ended up back at
home. About the first time we have ever traveled in such a circle,
so I wanted to show you!
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On January 15th we went to Mt. Takao and climbed to the top
and hiked to our favorite frost flower place. We did not find anything really amazing, so I will not include any photos from that outing. We had a good time though.
th
On January 29 we went out to the Okutama Area, took a bus
from there to the Mt. Kawanori trailhead and hiked up to Hyakuhiro
Waterfall. It had been colder than usual, so we expected to find
some good to great ice formations on the waterfall – we were not
disappointed.
In the next column you will find 3 photos from that outing. The
ice formations were the best we had ever seen here and the ice
cone at the bottom of the waterfall was, likewise, the biggest we
had ever seen.
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And, that’s all there is to say about the month of January.



February Happenings

Our next outing was on March 25th and we went to Mt. Takao,
and to Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro. We found Plum Blossoms, Veronica, a
very few Violets and Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum. I’ll
show you one photo of Chrysosplenium from that trip and that is all
– none of the violets photos were fantastic, so nothing to show.

There is not much at all to say about the month of February,
th
we did not do much at all. On February 5 we went on our bicycles
to Jindai Botanical Garden. Generally we can find the first plum
blossoms at this time of the year, but with our colder than normal
winter this year, there was not a single plum blossom to be found
on this trip.
th
On February 12 we took a bicycle ride to Nogawa Park, near
our house, to check on the progress of spring flowers there – not
much was to be found even yet.
So, what else did I do this month, well, I worked on a “A Book
of Anagrams – An Ancient Word Game: Volume #2”, obviously a
nd
2 book of Anagrams. I also ordered a new camera, a Fujifilm
Finepix HS20 EXR. It did not arrive until March and I ended up returning it – there were several things I did not like about it.
I also was working on another book “Forest Resource & Allowable Cut – Fairbanks Working Circle (Alaska”. This was a
work which I did while working for the Division of Forestry in Fairbanks. One of the professors at the University of Alaska – Fairbanks used this work as a textbook for his Forest Management
Class just after it was completed, so I thought that getting this work
back into print might be useful for somebody in the world. It has not
The next thing we did (March 30th) was go to a park not too far
been much of a seller, in fact it has not sold a single copy.
And, that’s all there is to say about February.
 away, but too far to go via bicycle, we traveled by train and then on
foot to Kyodo-No-Mori Park. This is a park which I generally just
call Bubaigawara Plum Blossom Park.
March Happenings
I was using my new camera here, not the Fujifilm Camera, but
the one I ordered to replace that one after I returned it. Now, and
Let’s hope that March was more exciting than February, eh!
for the remainder of this year, all of my photos were taken with a
On March 3rd Kazuya and I again went to Jindai Botanical Canon PowerShot SX40 HS Camera. I really like this camera exGarden and this time we found Plum Blossoms and lots of Witch cept for one thing – it is difficult to get it to focus when using macro
Hazel (Hamamelis sp.). The first photo I’ll insert is a Witch Hazel, a mode, but I manage with the manual focus mode. So, from this day
really beautiful little branch with yellow flowers on it.
I’m going to insert 2 photos, well actually 2 images. The first one is
a single photo, but the 2nd one is a 3 photo collage. Both of them
are of plum blossoms.

We also found the Adonis amurensis in bloom. That’s another
yellow flower which I’ll show you just below.

I am not sure that you can see enough detail in this small image to see that these are 3 different types of plums. Please study it
as closely as you can. I am not sure how much you can enlarge it
in Adobe Acrobat before it starts to become pixilated too badly to be
able to even be useful, but do your best. And, that’s all for March I
believe.
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So, below is the Chidorigafuchi Moat Area!

April Happenings
th

WOW! Three months have passed and I am only on the 4
page, that averages just 1 page per month so far! Hopefully I can
keep going at this clip.
Oops, doesn’t seem that way, I just looked at all of the photos
from April (2,685 of them) and I selected 9 which I want to show you,
so the month of April may take more than 1 page!
st
On Sunday, April 1 , we went out to the Mt. Takao Area once
again. We climbed Mt. Kagenobu and from there we hiked down
the Kogesawa (sawa = creek) trail. The first thing we found was
Cymbidium goeringii orchids in bloom (see photo). Anytime that
wild orchids can be found in the woods, it’s a good day!

Shinjuku Gyoen Park is shown below.

We took lots of pictures of violets, but I’ll do you the favor of
not showing you any. On the way down the Kogesawa Creek trail
we found a spot where we could see the moon through the beautiful
pink plum blossoms. I zoomed in to the moon and the plum blossoms are purposefully out of focus in the next photo.

Our next outing was on April 13th – once again to the Mt.
Takao Area. We went to the South Takao Area, an area which we
had never visited before. We got an abundance of flower photos
and we also saw a lake from the hills which we had never seen before. It was Lake Tsukui. I’ll show you one photo with some cherry
trees in it. You should keep in mind that I was looking through a
mile or more of haze, so that explains a lot about this photo.

Our next outing was specifically to see cherry blossoms. The
date was April 6th. We went to Chidorigafuchi Moat. That is the
moat around the imperial castle and the moat is surrounded by
cherry trees. It is probably one of the most amazing things to see in
downtown Tokyo, at least in the spring at cherry blossom season.
For the remainder of the year I don’t suppose that it’s worth making
nd
a special trip to see. This was only the 2 time we had gone there
for cherry blossom viewing (Hanami in Japanese). Of course with
that amount of beauty to be seen, there are way too many people
trying their best to muscle in for photo shots and getting in the way
and being obnoxious. We had a good time anyway.
On the same day we also went to Shinjuku Gyoen Park, which
was also quite impressive for the amount of cherry trees/blossoms
that could be seen. Something which just occurred to me this
month is that downtown Tokyo does not have any amazing places
to go and see maple trees in their autumn color glory. Somebody
forgot that people like fall colors too!

I was out of town teaching an intensive English Class In Hitachi City, Ibaraki Prefecture (Omika Station) for a week and Kazuya went out on the 15th, but I won’t show you any of those violet
and other flower photos.
st
Our next outing together was on April 21 and we again went
to the Mt. Takao Area. We climbed up the Hikage Creek trail to Mt.
Kobotoke-Shiro and then went to Mt. Takao. We found lots of violets and other great flowers. I’ll show you just one photo. It is of ICcho-Daira (Daira = plateau). The photo was taken from the Hikage Creek Trail and the flowers are Mountain Cherry. I-CchoDaira is between Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro and Mt. Takao. It is a nice
place to see, especially in the Mountain Cherry season. It’s also
near here that we find Frost Flowers.
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The final photo in the previous column is a beautiful shot of a
Viola eizanensis flower. This was not one of the new ones to us,
just a beautiful shot of an old species!
And, that’s all for April.


May Happenings
Well, just glancing at May, it looks like it was a rather busy
month – 2,600+ photos!
On May 2nd we took a night bus to Kazuya’s hometown of Funagata, in Yamagata Prefecture for our “Golden Week” holiday. We
rd
arrived in Funagata on May 3 at about 7:00 AM after riding the bus
rd
all night. We didn’t do much on the 3 as it rained pretty much full
th
time all day long. On May 4 it was still raining on and off, but we
We next went to the Kawaguchi Lake Area in Yamanashi Pre- went out near Kazuya’s house and found some flowers. Below is
fecture on April 28th and 29th. We stayed overnight in a Youth Hos- an Epigaea asiatica – such an amazing color!
tel. We found some new violets, or at least they were new to us,
but they were past their peak, so the photos were not as great as
they would have been if we had been there just a few days earlier.
Oh well, we can try again next year. Below are two nice photos of
Mt. Fuji, taken from different places.

And here are 2 images of a beautiful cherry tree.
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And here is a photo of Kazuya, Daigo and I (right to left) at the
Of those 2 images of the cherry tree just above – the first
nd
photo is as shot with the camera while the 2 image has been HDR summit of Mt. Mae-Kesamaru.
(High Dynamic Range) toned with Photoshop. For that effect I
greatly reduced the detail which is shown. I don’t know about you,
but I think it’s an impressive effect.
th
th
We returned home on May 5 and on the 6 we went out to
the Okutama Area and climbed up Ogouchi Pass and then continued on to Mt. Sougaku and then to Mt. Gozen. We got caught in a
couple of thunder storms and it was kind of scary being on a pretty
tall mountain with the thunder and lightning.
The below photo shows one scene which we were able to see
– the very light greens of spring are so beautiful.

As far as the overall trip, I cannot complain about anything, it
was interesting and it was a good climb and Daigo was a nice guy.
I enjoyed the day and the activity, but I expected to be more
amazed I guess. Daigo said that this was not a great year for the
Rhododendron flowers and that we should come back next year.
Hmmm, we’ll see. Below is another shot of pink flowers.

On May 12th we went to Mt. Mitake, Mt. Ohtake and that area.
Below is another shot of beautiful spring green colors from that trip.

On May 25th we headed for Oze National Park. That is the
place for amazing Skunk Cabbage scenes as well as other marsh
flowers. You may recall that Oze National Park is pretty much just
a huge marsh. Below is a photo of Skunk Cabbage (Lysichiton
camtschatcense) along the trail as we hiked in to the park.
Then, on May 19th we went to Gunma Prefecture and climbed
Mt. Mae-Kesamaru and Ato-Kesamaru with Daigo – a person who
Kazuya found on the internet who wanted a climbing companion,
had a car, etc. It was a good trip overall, but it had a few frustrating
moments for me. We went there mostly to see Rhododendron pentaphyllum var. nikoense – and that was just about all there was to
see, which was why I got frustrated. I mean, how many photos of
pink flowers can one take before getting bored.

We camped out in our tent. We arrived at the camp site at
about noon or so and it was raining. We waited in the hut there for
a while for the rain to let up and then we set up our tent. The rain
stopped, we got our tent set up in the best spot in the campground
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– as we were the very first ones there – and then we hiked out to
one of the best spots to see (in our opinion) wonderful skunk cabJune Happenings
bage plants. I won’t show you any photos from today, it was still
cloudy and the photos were not that great. The next day, though,
As I just said below – only about 1,300 photos were kept from
we had great weather and below is an interesting shot.
the month of June. We did have some excitement and some nice
outings, but it rained quite a bit so we did not take many photos and
we ended up keeping even fewer.
Okay, let’s get going with June. On the 2nd Kazuya and I went
out to Mt. Takao once again. In early June is the time to go out
there, hike up the trail through the deep, dark and old Cedar forest
and see/enjoy the Dendrobium moniliforme (Sekkoku in Japanese)
orchids. We were not disappointed. I’ll just show you one image –
it is a 4 photo collage. If you would like to see it in larger size then
please visit the June photos on the website.

You may recall the boardwalks in this National Park. Mt. Shibutsu is in the background and you may remember that we have
climbed that mountain two times in past years.

Then, on June 8th we got up at 3:15 AM and got ready, left for
our local train station and took trains to Chino, Nagano Prefecture,
arriving there at about 7:45 AM. We then took a taxi to MinotoGuchi and started climbing up towards Mt. Akadake. Mt. Akadake
is one of the peaks of Mt. Yatsugatake, and you may recall that we
have also climbed the Yatsugatake Mountains in previous years.
We started hiking at about 8:30 AM and the first thing we found of
note was Calypso Orchids (Calypso bulbosa var. speciosa). This
nd
was the 2 time in my life that I had seen these beautiful flowers. I
was just as amazed as I was the very first time I saw them, back in
2010. Below is one collage of this orchid.

The above shot is a nice one – bright sun, skunk cabbage and
Mt. Shibutsu in the background. Despite the rain on the first day,
we had a good time and we got some good photos. We’ll return to
Oze National Park again later on in the summer, in August, to give
you a hint, but we’ll go to a different area of the park – an area
we’ve never been to before.
And, that’s all for the month of May. Looking ahead, I see that
June was a lackluster month – only about 1,300 photos!
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WOW! That previous photo just fit exactly in the remaining 11:00 AM. The trail was much more scary than either one of us
remembered it being. Weird how the mind tends to get rid of that
space on page 7, nice!
nd
scary stuff.” The 2 night, we stayed at the Honzawa Onsen (Hot
Below is one more photo of the Calypso Orchid.
Spring) Hut. So, after being cold and a bit wet all day, it was great
to bathe and soak in a nice hot spring.
Below – another photo from the first day.

That one might be a bit large, but I believe it is worth the space
to show the entire plant. The leaves certainly leave much to be desired as far as attractiveness, eh!
We had pretty sunny skies on this first day of our climb and we
were able to get some nice photos, 3 more of which I will show you
in the next column. We stayed the night in the Mt. Akadake Summit
Hut (2,899 m = 9,511 ft), arriving there at about 4:10 PM. I was in
better condition this time than I was back when we climbed this
same route back in 2010. At that time this climb nearly killed me,
this time it only wore me out!
On the 2nd day, my Journal notes say that “…it rained most all
day long with a few breaks, none of which were very long”. So, we
nd
didn’t get many photos on the 2 day. Interestingly enough, another comment in my Journal is “…Hike down to the Lower Mt. Akadake Hut, continue from there to Mt. Sansha, and then continue to
Mt. Yokodake, and then on to Mt. Iodake, getting there at about
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The previous photo was one that was taken during a relatively
nd
clear weather period on the 2 day, as was the one just below. In
the below photo you can get an idea that it was rather cold though!

It was also rainy the following day – our 3rd day and also the
day we would be heading for home. Below is one example of what
rd
it looked like on the 3 day! If you are wondering, that is a nice little pond that you can barely see through the clouds.

Okay, that’s the end of June.



July Happenings
WOW! Only 499 photos come up for July, it may be a short
month! Okay, I found 5 photos which I want to show you.
On July 8th we took another trip to Jindai Botanical Garden on
Oh, I forgot, on the final portion of our hike, through a spruce
our bicycles. Below is a picture of a nice water lily at the pond. You
forest, I found a beautifully shaped old knot which was totally rotted
should note the perfect reflection of the flower in the water.
free of the surrounding wood. It had a sharp point and was rather
amazing – just the kind of thing I pick up when walking through the
woods! I worked on it for the next couple of months, sanding, more
smoothing with steel wool, finishing and more use of steel wool,
another coat of finish and yet another coat – I think I ended up giving it 12 coats of finish – with sanding and/or using steel wool between each coat. Then my friend Steve sent me a nice piece of
wood to use as a base. I also had to sand and finish that, but the
image below shows the end result – the same knot shot from 4 different sides of it. By the way, the name of this type of knot is a very
descriptive one – it is known as a “Powderhorn Knot”.

th

The week of June 17 I was once again teaching an intensive
class for Hitachi at their facilities in the Omika Area, so nothing was
th
th
done on Sunday the 17 . Our next outing was on June 24 – a trip
to Hondo-ji, or Hon Do Temple. We went there to view Hydrangea
and Iris Flowers – 2 examples follow.

At Jindai Botanical Garden there is a tropical plants greenhouse which we always go into when we are there. The next photo
shows an amazing number of fruits on a Cocoa (Theobroma cacao)
tree. It was not the first time we had ever seen fruits on this tree,
but it was the first time we had ever seen so many fruits on it. We
often wonder who gets to keep the fruits of the various trees and
plants which grow here.
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The next image is 2 shots which have been stitched together.
These 2 shots show the rose garden. The rose garden here is a
most amazing rose garden – so very many types of roses.

During the uneventful part of the month I was working on a
project to enlarge old photos which are shown on the website.
When I first started the website I always used photos which were
resized to 640 x 480 pixels to accommodate people who have slow
internet connections, but I believe that nowadays most people, if
not everybody, has a high speed connection – at least DSL speed.
So, in recent years I have been resizing all images to 800 x 600 pixels. Considering this, I went back through the older pages of the
website and worked on enlarging every photo which is shown to
800 x 600 pixels. I also posted photos from 2002 and 2003 on the
website. Previously the website only had photos from approximately December 2003 through the present. I stumbled on some
old photos which had been posted when my site was a geocities
site and they only allocated enough space so that I could have photos from 1 month. I went back through my old photos and found all
of those originals and also resized them to 800 x 600 pixels and got
them online. I doubt if any of you have looked at them, but maybe
somebody in the world has.
In late July I started going out and climbing Mt. Takao just
about every Friday – primarily just for conditioning. Kazuya started
working on Fridays and the weather was so very hot this summer
that we were not doing much on weekends, but I wanted to try and
maintain some semblance of being in fair to middling condition for
climbing. I didn’t take many photos, so I won’t bother to show you
any.
On July 29th we went out to Mitake and climbed Mt. Mitake.
We wondered if the Rengeshouma (False Anemone in English)
(Anemonopsis macrophylla) would be in bloom yet. They have a
Rengeshouma Festival in August, so we assumed we would be
early to find many flowers in bloom. We were correct, there were
very few in bloom. We did, however, find several very beautiful
Mountain Lily plants in bloom – very beautiful flowers, and nearly as
big as a person’s head. We got several photos of them. Although
several of them are quite nice, none were spectacular and therefore
I’ll show you none of them. The first photo in the next column is of
a butterfly on a yellow flower along the road through the housing
area at the summit of Mt. Mitake. The 2nd photo in the next column
shows one Rengeshouma flower. We also shot photos of Hydrangea, but I will not show you any of those either, in an effort to keep
this shorter than it has become in recent years.

And, that ends the month of July.



August Happenings
In August we managed to keep over 2,100 photos. We went
on a couple of very picturesque outings and had some amazing adventures.
Oh dear! I have just gone through and selected some photos
from August which I want to show you. There are 33 of them. I’m
going to select more carefully for just the best of the best! Okay,
now there are 23 photos which I want to show you. I think that is
manageable considering the scope of our travels and the amazing
sights we saw in August.
12/07/2012, 5:23 PM – we just had a pretty scary earthquake!
There are tsunami warnings out, but only for a 1 meter tsunami, so
nothing really bad should happen. Preliminary reports say the
magnitude was 7.3 – yeah, that’s scary! Oh, now they are estimating a tsunami up to 1.5 meters for some areas. Below are a couple
of screen captures from local TV stations.
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Both of the above screen captures show the height of the predicted tsunami at various locations as well as the magnitude of the
quake (7.3) and other information which I cannot translate (nor understand).
Okay, now maybe we can continue with the August adventures, photos and stories. As I said, I selected 33 photos from August that I wanted to show you, but then I culled some and got it
down to 23, maybe I can cull a couple more as I proceed.
I’ll hit 65 years of age this month, so on August 6th I applied for
Medicare. They called me on the phone a couple of days later to
confirm everything. I ended up with Medicare Part A only as Part B
is only good while a person is in the U.S.A. Later in the month I received in the mail a bunch of materials from Mitaka City and they
are charging me about $100/month for a new type of insurance for
people beyond the age of 65 – it greatly reduces the cost of health
care, seems kind of like Medicare Part B. Anyway…
th
On August 8 Kazuya and I took a night train to Hakuba, in
Nagano Prefecture for a climb in Japan’s Northern Alps Mountain
th
Range. We arrived at Hakuba Station on August 9 at about 5:30
AM. From there we took various means of transport and ended up
at the top of the lifts, gondola cars and so on at about 7:40 AM and
started hiking. The first photo below shows a view from the Gondola Car. It shows Mt. Shakushi (Shakushidake) and Mt. Shirouma
(Shiroumadake) – we’ll summit both of those mountains.

The next photo was taken on the following day – August 10th.
It is Bleeding Heart (Dicentra peregrina), one of my very favorite
flowers.

The 2nd photo (next column) shows a scene as we were climbing to Ooike (Big Pond) Hut, where we spent the first night. You
can see steam rising from the snowfields, or maybe it is clouds,
who knows. We had to cross the snowfield which you can see on
nd
the right side of the photo. In fact, the 2 photo in the next column
shows Kazuya as he was crossing that snowfield.
rd
The 3 photo in the next column shows Hakuba Ooike (Big
Pond) and the hut where we spent our first night on the mountain.
We ended up hiking for about 5 hours and 20 minutes on our first
day out – not bad considering that we spent the night on a train with
barely comfortable seats. There were no sleeping cars or anything
like that, just normal train seats, so we were not in the best of condition when we started climbing. Oh, by the way, we had climbed
this route once before – back in July, 2010, so we were a month
later this year.
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Continuing with August 10 now – the day that we will summit
Mt. Shirouma (Shiroumadake), as well as Mt. Korenge.
Below is a shot of Twinflower (Linnaea borealis)– not a very
common flower to see. We have only, in fact, seen it in two locations I believe – here and on Hokkaido when we climbed Mt. Asahidake. It’s impressive to see.

couple of mile side trip to find this flower, and it was only growing in
one relatively small area, very strange. There must be some either
very specific soil conditions in that area, or else some special micro-climate.

The next shot was the last time we saw the Hakuba Ooike (Big
Pond) as we neared Mt. Korenge (2,766 m = 9,075 ft). If you look
carefully you can still see the Hut where we stayed last night.

Now, in the next photo, out ahead you can see both Mt.
Shirouma (Shiroumadake) (on the right) and also Mt. Shakushi
(Shakushidake) (on the left).

In the next photo (next column) you have a beautiful view of Mt.
Shirouma (Shiroumadake), which is 2,932 m (= 9,620 ft) – a very
respectable mountain. It’s not a dangerous climb , at least not via
the route we used to get to it, it’s just long and arduous. On this
day we had good weather and we really enjoyed ourselves. It got
windy though – after we crossed Mt. Korenge we turned to a different direction and the Sea of Japan was visible to the east and we
surmised that the wind was blowing from the ocean. It was cold
and we had to bundle up with practically all of the cold weather gear
that we had with us. You can surmise that it’s cold from the 2nd picrd
ture in the next column. The 3 shot shows a flower – Scabiosa japonica var. alpina or Scabiosa japonica f. alpina, depends on which
website or which book you look at. Regardless, we had to take a

Okay, that’s 11 of the photos which I want to show you – only
12 more to go from the month of August – only 6 more from this adventure.
The next shot (following page) is of some kind of bird – a hawk
or falcon surely. We saw several of these birds while we were on
the side trip to find the Scabiosa sp. flowers. The wind was so
strong that it was possible for them to just hover in a single spot
and do nothing except remain stationary. We saw a couple of them
dive on mice or voles or whatever they were hunting. Don’t know if
they successfully caught their prey though.
The 2nd shot on the next page is a rare Gentiana algida plant
and flower. We have seen this species very few times.
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The 3rd shot in the previous row is a beautiful shot of some
th
Campanula chamissonis flowers and the 4 shot shows the summit
of Mt. Shirouma (Shiroumadake).
The first shot in this column shows Kazuya on the following
day as we crossed between Mt. Shakushi (Shakushidake) (2,812 m
= 9,226 ft) and Mt. Yari (Yarigatake) (2,903 m = 9,525 ft). We spent
nd
our 2 night at the Hut just below the summit of Mt. Shirouma and it
clouded up before we went to bed. It was mostly cloudy all of this
rd
3 day, but we did have a few periods of relative clear skies. It
never got sunny though.

The next shot shows the most amazingly orange lilies. These
are Lilium medeoloides. We found small areas of them between Mt.
Yari (Yarigatake) and our next destination – the Hakuba – Yari Onsen Hut, where we spent our 3rd night. After the cold weather and
cloudiness of today it was so very nice to end the day at a hot
spring and soak in the hot water for as long as we wanted to!

The photo just above was taken on our 4th, and final day. We
saw this scene as we descended to the bus stop from the Hakuba –
th
Yari Onsen Hut on August 12 . This apparently is Mt. Shakushi
(Shakushidake) as the creek on the right is called Shakushi Creek.
You can see people in this photo if you go to the website and find
this panoramic image. It can be found here if you’re interested:
http://danwiz.com/Sep2012/Aug12th059_060_Panorama_HakubaYariOnsenRC.jpg.

(Click the link or copy & paste into browser window)
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And, that ends our Northern Alps adventure for 2012. There
are, however, 6 more photos from August which I want to show you.
We had another Oze Adventure, but this time we went to a different
area of Oze National Park – an area where we had never visited
before.
So, the first photo below shows a scene with 3 Larch Trees at
Ozenuma (Oze Pond), which is on the extreme eastern side of Oze
National Park. Everybody who visits Ozenuma takes some photos
th
of these trees. This is now August 14 . We ended our Hakuba Adth
venture on August 12 and went home for one day and then traveled to Ozenuma via a night bus. We stayed in our tent for this adventure, so we had to take extra stuff – sleeping bags, tent, cooking
gear, food and everything. When we got off the bus to start hiking,
it immediately started raining. We debated about just turning
around and coming home, but it eventually stopped raining, and by
the afternoon it was actually nice weather.

By the way, if you’re wondering how we managed to get so
many days off work – this was our summer vacation.
The next photo shows a beautiful photo of Fireweed (Epilobium angustifolium). There was one area here which had a considerable amount of Fireweed, but only one area.

The following shot (next column) is a beautiful one which
shows Mt. Hiuchigatake – a mountain which we had tentatively
planned to climb while we were here, but the weather forecast for
our 2nd day was for more rain, so we decided not to. In the foreground you can see a portion of the marsh.
nd
The 2 shot in the next column was taken near sunset time.
There were no clouds this night, so therefore there were no spectacular colors, but it’s still a nice shot showing Ozenuma, Mt. Hiuchigatake and some sun rays on the left side of the photo. That’s
the final photo which we’ll show you from this adventure.
st
On August 31 I made another conditioning trip to Mt. Takao.
rd
The 3 photo in the next column shows some interesting and attractive sun rays as seen from Mt. Takao on that day. By coincidence, this was a full moon day too – in fact it was a Blue Moon –
nd
the 2 full moon in a calendar month. One photo is shown, one
which I believe it a beautiful shot.

2012 Christmas Letter
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Impatient Plant, but have you ever seen a white-flowered one before? We found this quite large field of Impatiens sp. and there
were precisely 2 white-flowered ones, so apparently they are quite
September Happenings
a rarity to see. We know this was the first time we had ever seen a
white one! In this image the top photo shows the white-flowered
Well, September will be another short month, we did not have one and the lower photo shows the usual pink-colored flower which
many adventures at all – in fact between the two of us we only we see. Have you ever seen a white-flowered one?
saved a total of about 540 photos.
Okay, I managed to pick out 7 photos from September which I
want to show you. Let’s start.
th
On September 7 I climbed Mt. Takao once again for conditioning, I took no amazing or exceptional photos and therefore I
won’t show any of them to you.
th
On Saturday, the 8 , we went together to Sayama-Shi (City)
and we went to Makibano-yu (hot spring). That is a really nice hot
spring and there is a whole big area of restaurants a large farmer’s
market and a pork processing plant attached to it, so we always buy
a bunch of fresh vegetables when we go there, as well as some
nice expensive slices of ham or some freshly made sausage of
various kinds and we have a good time. We go there only about 2
or 3 times a year, so it’s a special treat for us. There are a bunch of
separate hot baths, both indoors and outdoors and it’s very nice.
th
On the 14 (Friday) it was another conditioning trip to Mt.
th
Takao and no photos. Then, on the 16 Kazuya and I went to Mt.
Takao together because I told him how pretty the Susuki Grass was
(Miscanthus sinensis). Below is one photo of me walking along the
trail where it was at its thickest.
And that’s the end of August.

During the second ½ of September I found myself experimenting with a different set of stripes for future web pages. It took me
quite a few days and lots of experimentation and lots of adjusting of
We continued on and found more stuff, but let me insert one
shades with Photoshop before I was finally satisfied and changed.
more photo before I tell you.
On the 28th I again went to Mt. Takao for a conditioning hike
and I don’t have any photos from that day to show you.
th
On the 29 we took our annual trip to Kinchakuda to see the
amazing Cluster Amaryllis fields (Lycoris radiata). Let me insert
one photo before I run out of space on this page.

Well, actually I was hoping that there was enough space just
above to insert a different collage, but there was not, so I inserted
this photo that Kazuya took of me – you can see my new hat, which
Kazuya got me for climbing as a 65th birthday present. You can
also note that it must be hot and humid by the sleeveless T-shirt
I have 3 more photos from this outing which I want to show
and the towel hanging around my neck.
you. Maybe I’ll cut that back to only 2 photos, after all, how many
The next photo shows the most amazing plant we found this red flower photos do you want to see anyway. So, on the next page
day. You most likely recognize this plant as Impatiens sp. – the is one with Kazuya in it.
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This first photo – of a cacao tree (Theobroma cacao) is used
mainly for comparison with the very similar photo back on page 10,
th
which was taken on July 8 .

The next photo is the famous Jindai Botanical Garden Pampas
Grass (Cortaderia selloana) which I believe I show you photos of
every year. Generally I try to minimize the number of people in the
photos of this grass, but the number of people in this photo is good
to give you an idea of scale.

th

The photo just above shows you one which shows only red –
and actually only one shade of red. And, that’s all for September –
I decided against showing you one of the red photos!


October Happenings
Well, let’s take a quick look at October to get an idea how
much work this is going to take. At first glance it appears that there
are only a few more than 800 photos from October, and only 2 significant outings to speak about.
On October 2nd I ordered a new computer – a Toshiba Qosmio
X870-BT2G23 laptop computer. It’s really a high end computer and
it’s really nice – of course I am using it to write this Christmas Letter.
th
On the 12 I did another conditioning climb of Mt. Takao and
found the first fall colors. I posted 3 of the photos from this climb on
the website for November, but none of them are fantastic enough to
use here.
th
On the 13 we went to Jindai Botanical Garden and hiked
around there for a few hours. We took many photos of the rose
garden and a few inside the tropical greenhouse. I want to show
you 2 photos from that day.

On October 20 we took a trip to an entirely new place for us.
th
We took a train out to Fuji-san City and then a bus up to the 5 Station of Mt. Fuji. I was hoping we would find some autumn colors,
but Kazuya was very skeptical – he thought it was still too early. It
was beautiful, though, and we had a wonderful trip. This was the
first trip we had ever taken to Mt. Fuji. You probably have asked
yourselves many times why we have never climbed Mt. Fuji. The
answer is simple – it’s a matter of “traffic jams of people”. This
mountain has a ridiculous number of climbers during the limited
season when it’s safe to climb it and the mountain is high enough
so that many people use bottled Oxygen to help them, so people
are constantly stopping and resting, changing O2 bottles and whatever. You’re not supposed to pass on the trail, so if somebody
stops for 30 minutes somewhere on the trail ahead of you, then
everybody behind that person has to stop and wait for 30 minutes.
That is not our idea of fun.
th
The 5 Station is as high as you can go by bus, car, etc. so
that’s where we went. The elevation is 2,305 meters (= 7,562 feet)
– higher than many mountains we have climbed. It was cold and
sometimes windy and sometimes cloudy at this elevation. We got a
lot of good photos though!
The first photo on the following page shows some cute ponies.
They had these for people to ride. There were a few people riding
them too – a person led you down the trail a couple of hundred
nd
yards for ¥1,000 (around US$12). The 2 photo below shows a
beautiful red-leaved mountain ash (Sorbus commixta) shot against
rd
the green/blue colors of some conifer trees. The 3 shot shows the
yellows of some Japanese Larch (Larix kaempferi) plus the greens
of some conifer and plus the red-leaved mountain ash.
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The 4th photo in the previous row – the beautiful orange one –
shows the leaves and some fruits of the mountain ash (Sorbus
commixta). That’s an amazing color, eh!?
There are 4 more photos from this trip which I want to show
you. The next one shows yet more oranges of the mountain ash,
nd
plus some yellows of a birch tree. The 2 shot below shots reds,
rd
oranges and yellows and the 3 one shows Mt. Fuji with some nice
blue skies plus some yellow and orange leaves.

There is one more photo from this adventure which I want to
show you. Let me explain a little more about what we did on this
adventure first though. As you already know, we took a bus up to
the 5th Station. After we walked around there for an hour or so takrd
ing photos, we decided to hike down to the 3 Station via the road
part of the way and via a trail through the high elevation forest part
of the way. We had a good time on this outing and we were both
glad that I had this idea for a place to go on this day. We were fortunate that the weather cooperated with us and we were also fortunate that we did not choose to go about 3 weeks earlier, when I had
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first suggested it. This was one of the earliest dates we had ever
been able to photograph autumn colors. It was NOT the very earliest – if you go to the website and look at the photos taken during
September 2009 you can find autumn colors – that was the earliest
we ever found autumn colors.

Oh, by the way, the new computer arrived on October 23rd.
And that ends the October story and photos.


November Happenings
Let’s once again quickly look ahead and see how many photos
were taken during November and how many outings or adventures
we had. A quick glance says that we kept about 2,400 photos during the month of November – mostly autumn color photos, and that
rd
we took nice photos on November 3 on a trip to Yamanashi Prefecture to a place called Daibosatsurei, a few nice photos while on
th
Mt. Takao on November 9 , lots of photos were taken on November
th
10 while on a trip to the Okutama Lake Area and Mitake Area.
Then we have about 725 photos which were taken on November
th
18 during another trip to the Okutama, Higashi Nippara and Mitake
th
Areas. On the 24 we kept around 200 photos taken during a visit
to Nogawa and Musashino Parks. And, there is a very brief summary of the month!
Okay, I selected 24 photos from November which I wanted to
show you, but that’s too many, so I deleted some of them and at
this point I have it down to 18. Let’s see how it goes.
st
Oh, I just noticed that I ordered my new iPhone 5 on the 1 . I
just went to the shop to find out how much it might cost to upgrade
from my 4 year old iPhone 3G and discovered that the monthly bill
will be less that I was currently paying, so I said “let’s do it!” It’s
nice!
rd
On November 3 we took a trip to Yamanashi Prefecture and
took a bus to the starting point for climbing Daibosatsurei. We had
planned to climb to the top of this 2,056.9 m (= 6,748 ft) tall mountain, but when we got to the end of the bus line we noticed that
above us was pretty bare of leaves and that we had passed a lot of
beautiful color on the way up, so we hiked DOWN the road rather
than up the mountain. Below is the first photo I want to show you –
some nice colors!

The first photo in this column shows a beautifully colored red
maple tree. The 2nd photo shows the summit ridge of Daibosatsurei.
You’ll note that the colors don’t go very far up the mountain, so
maybe now you can see why we decided to hike down the road
rather than climb the mountain. Possibly we would have had some
good views from up there on the mountain, but most likely we would
rd
have been disappointed. The 3 shot shows Kazuya and a huge
thistle. The thistle is probably a Fuji Thistle (Cirsium purpuratum),
but I am not 100% sure of that.
The next photo (next page) shows an extremely beautiful shot
of red maple leaves, and that is the final shot from our Daibosatsurei adventure. Out of about 650 photos from this trip it’s
amazing that I was able to select just 4 photos to show you, don’t
you think?
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Our next outing was again to search for autumn colors and it
was the following weekend, on November 18th. We returned to the
Okutama Area and then took a bus to the Nippara Area. The first
photo below shows Inamura Iwa (Iwa = rock). Unfortunately the
peak of autumn colors had already passed this area, but this is still
a beautiful photo.

On November 9th I went out and once again climbed Mt. Takao
for conditioning, and also to see how the fall colors were progressing. I got some good photos and I selected one of them to show
you. This shows a beautiful mix of red and yellow leaves.

On the following day, Saturday the 10th, Kazuya and I went out
to the Okutama Lake Area and then to Mitake, where the famous
Ginkgo tree is at, but things were not yet at their peak and I have
th
selected only 2 photos from the 10 which I want to show you. The
first one shows a “Winter Cherry” blossom against the fall colors
nd
and the 2 one is self explanatory.
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Okay, some additional explanation for the photos in the prevind
ous column. The 2 shot in the column is still near Nippara and
nd
shows a steep rocky area. The 2 shot is a beautiful red-leaved
rd
maple tree. The 3 and final shot in the previous column is a shot
of the brick red needles of some Bald Cypress (Taxodium distichum) trees.
The next photo, more beautiful red-maple leaves, was taken at
th
Mitake on the same day – the 18 .
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The previous 2 photos are of the Famous Ginkgo Tree at Mitake, so you should recognize the tree and the place after all of
these years.
Okay, now there are 3 more photos from November which I
have selected to show you. They were all taken on November 24th
when we bicycled to Nogawa and Musashino Parks, 2 parks near
our apartment which are separated only by a road. The first shot
below, with the amazing oranges, is a Zelkova serrata tree.

The red maple photo above this one shows a row of maples
which run along the bicycle path and are very beautifully red at this
time of the year. The photo immediately above this text is an amazingly colored one – red, orange and even a little bit of yellow. And,
that was the final November photo which I wanted to show you,
which means that November has finished and at this point there is
only one more month to tell you about. So, let’s finish off November
and start December.
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December Happenings
th

Today is December 17 . At this point there have been 2 outnd
ings in December. We went out on December 2 to Tonogayato
Gardens in Kokubunji for Autumn Color viewing and we went out on
th
December 8 to Jindai Botanical Garden for the same purpose. As
of today, about 630 photos have been taken in December. Let me
try to find a few of the best to show you.
Okay, I have selected 10 photos from so far in December to
show you. The first 5 of them are from our visit to Tonogayato Garnd
dens on December 2 . The first image, below, is actually a 2 shot
panorama and despite the fact that this day was 100% cloudy, the
colors are amazing.

The first photo in this columns shows a great variety of colors
too. The 2nd photo shows one of the smaller goldfish ponds with
some fish swimming around and a lot of red maple leaves.
Now let’s go to Jindai Botanical Garden for a few fall color
th
shots. The date now is December 15 .

Although the colors here were mostly already lying on the
ground, we did find some individual very nice trees and small
places which were still very nice. The photo above is one example
of a small area which still exhibited some really fantastic colors.
The first image on the following page is another 2 shot panorama – 2 portrait mode photos have been put together to make this
very nice image. The 2nd image on the next page shows the same
The image above this one is a 3 photo panorama. It is more trees as the image above it, but it was taken from just about 180
rd
nd
or less the same area as the first image, but instead of being por- degrees opposite to the one above it. And, the 3 (2 column) imtrait mode it is landscape mode. The image just above is amazing age on the next page shows a very nice area of yellow leaves with
some green leaves behind them.
for the variety of colors shown – orange, red, purple, green, etc.
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There is one more photo from this date which I want to show
you. It’s a nice color contrast between blue sky and ripe persimmon (Diospyros virginiana) fruits. Surprisingly, it was taken in an
area which is filled with homes and wires, a location where I would
usually probably not even attempt to take a photograph. For this
photo, however, I zoomed in quite a bit and managed to get above
all of the wires, the house roofs and everything else and only captured the sky and the persimmon fruits and I was quite pleased with
the result. That is the first photo in the next column.
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Okay, as of this time and date (12:01 PM, 12/17/2012) that is
the story I have to tell. I hope that we can get out one more time for
some frost flower and Diamond Fuji photos and maybe include
some of those photos here, but who knows what may or may not
happen!? Whatever happens though, I am not going to post this
until closer to the end of the month.
Well, it did not happen. Today is 12/23/2012 and Diamond
Fuji is passed for this year. It was cloudy and rainy for the few days
when it could be seen. I went out to Mt. Takao on the solstice and
it was 100% cloudy. Therefore – time to end for this year.
So – MERRY CHRISTMAS & HAPPY NEW YEAR to all of you
from Kazuya and myself! 

& Kazuya

